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Document Summary
What it does: This document begins by defining lab assistants in the context of competency based
education, and outlines their importance. It then outlines standard roles and responsibilities of lab
assistants, qualifications, and duties, and concludes by providing insight into various possible funding
sources for lab assistants, and the professional development of lab assistants to ensure that students
are able to gain value by attending open labs and the like. The overall incorporation of lab assistants
into the organizational structure at a college will allow colleges to get the most value out of their labs
and allow programs to move a step closer to being competency-based.
Who it’s for: College administration
M-S AMC Present and Preferred State:






Directed learner
Pace of learning set by instructor
Success grounded in hours & theory
Program – Measures classroom competence






Self-directed learner
Pace of learning set by skills acquisition
Success grounded in competence
Program – Validates on-the-job competence
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Procedure for Professional Development of Lab Assistants
As instructional methodologies begin to change to embrace “Competency Based Education” and/or
“Performance Based Objectives”, the manner in which students attain certification in various skill sets requires a
rigorous verification process. Lab Assistants often share in the additional time requirements for this in order to
reduce the demands on faculty in those situations where costs and availability become a factor.
A Laboratory Assistant is an individual who helps in preparing instructions and materials used during laboratory
experiments and demonstrations and can depending on experience witness and sign off on competency check
lists. Qualifications and experience of lab assistants should be matched to a particular lab. Assistants must
complete a lab safety training program prior to starting to work in a lab. They must also obey the prescribed lab
dress code, such as wearing closed shoes, while working.
Faculty members that request lab assistants will be responsible for training and supervision of lab assistants in,
preparing the lab for sessions, cleaning the lab, promoting safety, and assisting in experiments and
demonstrations.

Preparing for Lab Sessions
Lab assistants read the experimental procedure given to them by the faculty member. The assistant will ask
questions to clarify the procedure, if needed. Assistants will set- up any laboratory equipment needed for the
experiment and ensure that the lab is stocked with the necessary supplies. This includes monitoring all of the
supplies that are used in the lab and restocking them as needed.

Cleaning the Lab
Carrying out experiments in a safe environment reduces the likelihood of accidents occurring. One of the
integral duties performed by student lab assistants is securing the lab. This is done by cleaning up any spills,
washing the equipment used by students. Assistants also ensure that supplies are put back in the designated
places after the lesson ends.

Promoting Safety
Accidents in a laboratory may lead to injuries, lost lives and property damage. A student lab assistant ensures
that students do not practice any unsafe behaviors in the lab. They unplug all electrical equipment to minimize
the chances of accidents and fires. Assistants show the students how to handle chemical spills and get rid of
non- hazardous and chemical waste safely. They also ensure that students adhere to the lab dress code and
wear protective gear, such as safety goggles, during experiments.

Assisting in Experiments and Demonstrations
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Lab technicians work closely with students during lab lessons and guide them through experiments. They walk
around the lab and answer questions students have concerning the process. This means assistants must read all
of the guidelines provided by the faculty member before the lesson commences.
Qualifications





Varies according to position
Minimum of high school diploma or GED certificate
Demonstrated training, work experience, or specific knowledge in the assigned area
Demonstrated interpersonal skills, communication skills, and work ethic

Additional Duties









Perform duties that are unique to the specific department, office, or position assigned.
Organize assigned workload to meet appropriate deadlines.
Perform all duties and responsibilities in a manner consistent with the College mission.
Establish and maintain positive working relationships with other administrative, faculty, and staff
personnel.
Follow departmental guidelines and procedures.
Maintain confidentiality of information.
Perform other duties as assigned by the supervisor or department head.
Comply with all policies of the State Board of Education, the Department of Postsecondary Education,
and the College

Funding Sources for Lab Assistants
Lab assistants may be funded in some cases with student work study funds that are available through the
financial aid office if the student meets the eligibility requirements. Direct students to check with the financial
aid office to determine if they meet the eligibility requirements for this program.
Faculty members should become familiar with the types and eligibility requirements for any work study
programs that are available on their campuses so they can be a resource for students that they identify or who
may inquire about becoming a lab assistant.
Lastly, encourage students to volunteer to become lab assistants and mentor them in the role. Students aspiring
to this role should have excellent people skills and highly competent in the course material through previous
completion of the course in question. This is an excellent opportunity for students who are trying to build their
resume or who want to be more involved in the details of the course or lab experiments and demonstrations.
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SAFETY DISCLAIMER:
M-SAMC educational resources are in no way meant to be a substitute for occupational safety and health
standards. No guarantee is made to resource thoroughness, statutory or regulatory compliance, and related
media may depict situations that are not in compliance with OSHA and other safety requirements. It is the
responsibility of educators/employers and their students/employees, or anybody using our resources, to comply
fully with all pertinent OSHA, and any other, rules and regulations in any jurisdiction in which they learn/work.
M-SAMC will not be liable for any damages or other claims and demands arising out of the use of these
educational resources. By using these resources, the user releases the Multi-State Advanced Manufacturing
Consortium and participating educational institutions and their respective Boards, individual trustees,
employees, contractors, and sub-contractors from any liability for injuries resulting from the use of the
educational resources.

DOL DISCLAIMER:
This product was funded by a grant awarded by the U.S. Department of Labor’s Employment and Training
Administration. The product was created by the grantee and does not necessarily reflect the official position of
the U.S. Department of Labor. The Department of Labor makes no guarantees, warranties, or assurances of any
kind, express or implied, with respect to such information, including any information on linked sites and
including, but not limited to, accuracy of the information or its completeness, timeliness, usefulness, adequacy,
continued availability, or ownership.

RELEVANCY REMINDER:
M-SAMC resources reflect a shared understanding of grant partners at the time of development. In keeping with
our industry and college partner requirements, our products are continuously improved. Updated versions of
our work can be found here: http://www.msamc.org/resources.html.
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